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Abstract This paper explores the economic and social impacts of legal and illegal migration from Mexico to the United States. It discusses the economic costs and benefits, provides demographic analysis, and considers the effects of an underground workforce on society. The author argues that, under current conditions, continued mass migration from Mexico will lead to a division of American society, marked by communities of illegality, as well as racial, cultural, and socio-economic dichotomies. Policy recommendations to avoid the perpetuation of this divide are included, as well as a comparative discussion of recent immigrant experiences in Western Europe.
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Part One | Introduction Mexican Immigration Migration from Mexico has been growing rapidly in recent years, with changes in the population seen most clearly in areas of the Southeast and West. The communities formed by recent arrivals, second, and third generation Mexicans develop characteristics as a group that have resulted in their division from the nation as a whole. Our country is exceptionally polarized on the issue of immigration, though there are a few primary camps within the legal/illegal debate. Some want to continue current levels of migration and allow a path for citizenship to those who are here illegally. Others aim to make it easier for people to immigrate legally to the United States in the first place, thereby eliminating the need to do it covertly. There is crossover here with those who oppose immigration, regarding support for guest worker programs. Both sides recognize that our food service and agricultural industries, along with many service-based companies such as hotels and restaurants, rely on immigrant workers whether legal or illegal. Low-wage workers are needed to fill low-wage positions, and Mexicans are willing to take on the task. Opponents to immigration have opinions on the broader implications of migrant in-flow, and they differ from the arguments of economic and social well-being of pro-immigrant groups. First there are those that respect legal immigration, but strictly oppose aliens who break the law. Reasons for this vary, including concerns about the numbers, costs to the host community, and the effects on native employment by an underground labor market. Others argue beyond the point of illegality, making the case that a third world “wave” is creating unbearable strains on our social welfare and educational institutions (Buchanan). There is discussion that Mexicans are taking jobs that many Americans don’t want to work. This was backed in 2005 by a statement made by Mexican President Vicente Fox that migrants from his country are seeking employment that “not even blacks want to do.” The racial undertones of this comment caused a mixed reaction across the United States, from apathy to outrage. Despite its controversy (and Fox did later apologize), the reality of the statement remains clear: the United States is in need of a new underclass.
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According to the American Immigration Law Foundation, nearly 43 percent of all job openings by 2010 will require only a minimal education. This comes at a time when native-born Americans are obtaining college degrees in record numbers and are unlikely to accept positions requiring minimal education (Paral).



Part Two | Migrant Flow to the United States Documented Migration To appreciate the situation of Mexican immigration today, it helps to first examine the past. By revisiting two of the largest prior waves of migration to the United States, the Irish and Germans of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, we can provide a context in which to contrast the levels and persistence of present-day intake. Figure 1.1 | Irish and German Waves of Migration to US, 1830 – 1960/70 German immigration to US 1830-1970
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Source: data from 2004 Yearbook on Immigration Statistics



The lack of advancement opportunity in Mexico, though growing, creates a situation where migrants are willing to risk dangerous crossings and significant costs for the benefit of American opportunity. Willingness on the end of employers throughout the continental United States to provide employment without insisting on proper documentation provides the fuel for what has become a phenomenon of illegal flow. To properly examine the economic impacts of Mexican immigration into the United States, it is imperative that we understand how it differs from the previous waves. The Irish came to the United States to flee famine and search for new beginnings. Germans came primarily in search of economic and political freedoms. In both cases migration was initiated by extenuating circumstances leading them to travel thousands of miles across an ocean, effectively leaving their
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homeland behind. As Figure 1.1 above demonstrates, both of these waves took very distinct forms with a rise and fall marked by a single peak. Any economic hardships burdening the host communities were dealt with through the processes of integration and assimilation quickly set in. The circumstances



Figure 1.2 | Documented Mexican Immigration
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most clearly the difference in numbers. Given that the



time span represented is only 50 years for Mexican migration versus 130 for the Irish and Germans, one may draw the conclusion that this wave too may have reached a peak and will soon begin a process of decline of its own. This is highly unlikely. Huntington (2000, Appendix A) provides five reasons why migration from Mexico is historically unique, showing no sign of slowing. First he writes that no other first-world country shares a land frontier with a third world country, much less one of 2,000 miles. As David Kennedy of the Department of Commerce has pointed out, the income gap between the United States and Mexico is the largest between any two contiguous countries in the world (Kennedy). The second difference has to do with sheer numbers, as shown in Figure 1.3. We have seen a significant increase in immigration over recent decades of increased opportunity for employment, as well as the emergence of a human trafficking industry. It is easier for Mexicans to come to the United States relative to other groups, as it is easier for migrants to return home or stay in close contact.
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Figure 1.3 | Migrant patterns of Irish, German, and Mexican Immigration to United States Notes:
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Migrant Flow into US Graphs not weighted against United States population respective to time period.
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Source: data from Pew Hispanic Data Estimates, 2004 Year Book of Immigration Statistics, and Virginia Library Geostat Center



Third is the illegality of a significant portion of the migrant flow (demonstrated below in Figure 1.4). There are many concerns that arise from the presence of an underground immigrant flow, ranging from human rights abuses in labor to terrorism and crime. Hundreds of migrants die each year trying to cross the desert borders by foot or in the back of crowded vehicles (Sapkota). In employment, illegal migrants work more hours for less money than do documented laborers, placing themselves and their families at risk. After September 11th the security of ports and borders has been in the forefront of public concern, yet the level of action has been modest to minimal. In recent years President Bush has doubled funding for the patrol of the Mexico border, though these efforts still fall short (Daily). There is a common consensus that immigrants are simply going around the areas of increased surveillance, bringing into question the effectiveness of proposals to build a wall. Little has been done to legitimately secure the border, most likely because of political reservations on the part of needing to protect the growing Hispanic vote. Perhaps it will take the smuggling of a chemical, biological, or nuclear weapon across the Mexican border to incite strong action. The fourth piece of Huntington’s theory has to do with the regional concentration of Mexican immigrants in the Southwest, particularly Southern California. This impacts not only the pace of integration, but places an extraordinary burden on communities as they struggle to negotiate a changing identity and a new strain on their social service systems.
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Critics point to cities in the Northeast such as New York and Boston as having successfully weathered the hardships of working with extraordinary diversity in classrooms and neighborhoods. Huntington would argue however that the experience in states like California, Nevada, New Mexico, and now throughout the West are entirely different. Instead of school teachers needing to accommodate twenty minority languages in a school of majority Englishspeaking students, many buildings now are becoming bilingual or overwhelmingly native Spanish speaking. This places an extraordinary strain on the ability of districts to react to changing needs of students and hinders their ability to hire enough well qualified instructors. Huntington’s final point is perhaps the most important: contiguity. “The wave of immigration in the 1840s and 1850s, from Ireland and Germany, came to an end with the Civil War and with the easing of the potato famine in Ireland,” he writes. “In contrast, there does not seem to be any prospect of the current wave coming to an end soon unless we get into a big war or a really big depression. Mexican immigration may eventually begin to subside as result of shifts in the Mexican birth rate, which is going down and possibly as a result of long-term economic development in Mexico.” (6) Should such trends occur, they would have a mild impact and take significant time to transpire. For the time being it looks like the only decrease in immigration could be the illegal, dependant on how Congress handles border security. It is also possible that immigration quotas may be put in place below our current intake, though this prospect seems less likely at present. Contributions to the Economy In the Southwest, Hispanics as well as white and black populations that have been in the region for generations are finding their own employment opportunities increasing as local economies prosper and grow. The healthy development in industry has created strong demand for labor, acting as a magnet for young Latino migrants seeking employment. It is unclear whether the upsurge in economic activity has been directly caused by the presence of low-cost migrant labor, or if this has only acted as a perpetuating boon (Kochhar). During the past two decades the United States has seen economic growth throughout all areas of the country, though development in Southern states has been especially acute. The Southeast was one of the fastest growing regions in the country during the 1990’s. According to Kochhar:
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Some counties bucked the national trend and added manufacturing jobs; others shed manufacturing jobs but saw other sectors such as services emerge as a leading source of income and employment. A third group of counties, many of them part of, or centered near, large metropolitan areas, enjoyed a diverse economic base that held up well during the decade.



It is important to note that the South added jobs well in excess of the national average across all demographics, not only Hispanics. Again, what is not clear is how this development came about. Questions arise surrounding the role legal and illegal migrants have played, especially in the ability of businesses to expand with a low incurrence of labor costs. Undocumented Migration Mexico accounts for three fifths of illegal migration to the United States, and the rate of undocumented migration has increased significantly over the past two decades (Papademetriou). As can be seen in Figure 1.4, immigration has grown four fold to almost three thousand migrants per year, or one in four of total migrants from Mexico. The affects of this increase can be difficult to quantify unless the



Figure 1.4 | Undocumented Mexican Immigration
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employers to hire. Increasing job opportunities and the ease of hiring workers without



satisfactory background checks has lead to the establishment of a strong incentive for laborers to make the move. Working to Become American Mexican migrant workers have become an integral part of agriculture, hospitality, and manufacturing industries. Today migrants are arriving in the United States with greater skill sets
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and education levels, allowing them to move away from farming and into areas of service and construction. The vast majority of



Table 1.1 | Industry Distribution of Mexican Migrants Before Leaving for the US (per cent)



immigrants from Mexico had some sort of gainful employment before leaving their country, demonstrated in Table 1.1. The Pew Hispanic Center
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Source: Pew Hispanic Center, Survey of Mexican Migrants, July 2004 - January 2005



needs to focus on labor



protections such as minimum wage and working conditions, as these are part of what drives workers out (Kochhar 2). According to a survey performed in 2005, there is a definitive shift in industry participation as younger workers come of age. Published by the Pew Hispanic Center, it cites that 24 percent of migrants age 29 or younger had jobs in construction and manufacturing before moving to the United States, in comparison with 17 percent of those 55 or older (Kochhar 3). Agriculture has become somewhat the lower end of a two-tier immigrant work scheme, with the likelihood of having to work in a field diminishing sharply with a high school education. Only 16 percent of respondents with a high school degree and 9 percent of those with some college education held employment in agriculture industry back in Mexico. In contrast, 59 percent of workers who did not complete



Table 1.2 | Migrants Who Reported Not Working After Arrival in the United States Percent not Years since arrival working in US Less than 6 months 14.8 6 to 24 months
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any school training had jobs in farming. High school graduates were most likely to have worked in some sort of a sales occupation before leaving for the United States, and college-educated
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workers were the most experienced in white-collar jobs. Over one-third of those who graduated from college had been employed in health, education, and professional services (Kochhar 3). Shown above in Table 1.2, there are significant difficulties that confront new immigrants hoping to find work. A weak command of the English language, low levels of education in comparison to native-born Americans, and a general lack of government issued identification can all create hardship. Despite these challenges it appears that they are not necessarily becoming roadblocks. The prevalence of core family units that tie together neighbors and extended relatives provide assistance within a micro framework of employment, education, and living. Economic Costs: Welfare and Social Services Some of the most contentious issues regarding immigration are over the allocation of public monies to illegal migrants and their children. Nothing has seemed to stir passions quicker than the sensation that one is being robbed of what’s rightfully theirs; the classic new-comer dilemma played out alongside the question of legality. In the Southwest especially, schools are being severely overloaded with a burden of bilingual education. According to the Los Angeles Unified School District’s 2005/06 internal census 275,854 of 727,319 students district-wide, or 38 percent, are Spanish-based English language learners (LAUSD). The total number of English Learners (EL) is 293,566 (40.4 percent), of which 94 percent are Spanish. The next closest language is Armenian, at 3,318 or .5 percent. Figure 1.5 | Racial and Linguistic Demographics of Students in LAUSD Racial Demographics of Students in Los Angeles Unified School District (2005/06) Students (thousands)
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In the fall of 2005, the school board of Dallas Independent School District voted 5-4 to require a set number of in-building administrators to learn Spanish. Within the district, 65 percent of the system’s 160,000 students are Hispanic, and many speak Spanish at home (Zehr). Aimed at bridging the language divide between parents and schools, the policy required Principles to enroll in a language education program within one year, and to become proficient in three. The move evoked a national outcry, and was later reversed. Recently debate has arisen in over whether or not a state has an obligation to provide in-state college tuition to the children of illegal immigrants, shedding light on an interesting tangent: the role of social services and welfare for new legal and illegal immigrants. The welfare system in the United States can be described as financial assistance paid by the government to individuals who are unwilling or unable to support themselves alone, or are perceived by the government to be able to function more effectively with financial assistance. More specifically, social welfare is a provision that refers to a variety of programs intended to maintain a minimum income for individual citizens and their families. The idea of “social welfare” as a basic safety net is deeply woven into the psyche of the American people’s view of citizenship. Access to welfare services is often considered a basic and inalienable right to those in need, with the intent of helping them get back onto their feet. Programs available to immigrants are wide-ranging, from discounted school lunches and food stamps to energy vouchers during cold winters. More elaborate programs include savings programs, social insurance, pensions and other financial aid such as social security and tax relief, free or low cost nursing, medical and hospital care in extenuating circumstances, public education, access to social workers, and welfare checks paid out by the government (Kim). Each year state governments spend billions on welfare programs to immigrants, though whether this is balanced by miscellaneous tax income from immigrants is debated (Dalmia). Prior to 1996, immigrants were eligible for benefits on the same terms as full United States citizens. The Welfare Reform Act of 1996 however placed some much-needed guidance on the distribution of services, coming down with legislation to regulate the resources given to both legal and illegal migrants. The reforms emphasize aspects of skills and education. They proposed a temporary worker program in hopes of shaping the intake of immigrants in such a way that they wouldn’t require as
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many social services upon arrival. The law enabled states to discriminate independently between immigrants in the allocation of benefits programs (Schmidt). Today immigrants must sign an affidavit of support that makes their sponsors liable for their benefits under family reunification provisions. In order to take responsibility off of government, the reforms emphasized this relationship of accountability on the end of an individual who can vouch for an immigrant’s economic well being. There are exceptions to this, for example those granted refugee or asylum status, along with illegal immigrants who have received amnesty. They are exempt as the American people are put in place as a collective sponsor. Legal immigrants are barred from all federal means-tested benefits for five years, and programs such as food stamps until full citizenship is obtained. This has spawned debate inside and out of immigrant communities, seen as an unneeded hostility towards newcomers. Many believe that, once Mexicans have gone through the long process of naturalization and are cleared to begin the path towards citizenship, they are already past the question of acceptance into American society. They will be working, paying taxes, and contributing to the economy. Services that are granted are those deemed necessary for basic needs such as food assistance, immunizations, emergency medical services, and disaster relief. Under the reforms illegal immigrants are unable to obtain federal grants, loans, contracts, licenses, retirement, welfare, health assistance, disability services, assisted housing, post secondary education, food stamps, or unemployment (Espenshade). Ultimate Price: The Human Cost of a Black Market A point quickly lost in debate over border control is the social implications of an underground labor market. Like other Western states with large numbers of low-skilled jobs, the United States has created basic laws regulating working conditions, wages, and hours. The United States has set in the foundation of its labor market a quantified minimum level required to respect human dignity, and when employers pay illegal workers below minimum wage, require more than 40 hours of work in a week without overtime, or submit them to harsh working conditions, they are violating the ethics of American labor laws and the spirit of the Constitution. Businesses across the country seem to be encouraged by the government’s inability to enforce regulations, and an unusually lax attitude on the part of politicians towards requiring
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them to doing so. Everyone is awaiting the negotiation of policy reforms, but until then we will be dishonored by an enormous human rights disaster on our own soil. Projections for the Future There is a localized context that must be considered when discussing the future of Latino immigration, both economically and socially. Although migrants are spreading throughout the entire country there are obvious regional preferences for settlement, depending on the availability of jobs, family, and simple geographical attributes of states closer to the border. Hispanic communities possess a distinctive character from that of the white and black in the United States, and their rapid growth will certainly have impact on public policy. Since larger rates of growth have been recent, much of the impact of these waves is only beginning to be felt on the domestic infrastructures. It is clear that the costs will be significant, especially on those institutions that already are overburdened: schools and health care. At present, employers are enthusiastic over a robust supply of low-cost, low-demand labor. But as the new immigrants become older and demand more from social services, as their families grow exponentially, and as the burden of integration shifts increasingly to society, the affects of such an imbalance will become stark. The presence of new labor may have short-term benefits economically, but the long-term affects yet to be seen. As manufacturing jobs continue to move overseas, the United States must turn back into its ability to innovate in order to stay competitive globally. For this we will need a highly educated population, and over time the number of positions calling for untrained workers will likely decline. Migration shows no sign of slowing, with limited support from the Mexican government itself. According to the Center for Immigration Studies, the Mexican government has acknowledged that despite falling birthrates and the prospect for economic development, there will not be a reduction in immigration to the United States within the foreseeable future. In fact, they are predicting that immigration will continue in mass, between 3.5 and 5 million people per decade until 2030 (Simcox).
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Part Three | Lessons and Tests The Dangers of Falling Behind The educational qualifications of Mexican immigrants are weak. Without dramatic turnaround for the second generation, this single trait will mark a great tragedy for the United States integration machine. An educational divide that crosses generations would lead to the cementing of socio-economic inequality. As seen in Figure 1.6, the percentage of working-age immigrants with less than a high school education are double for Mexicans than all other groups, and more than four times that of the native-born (Camarota). The main reason for these differences may seem obvious; Mexican immigration looks different than that from other areas of the world. This is true, as the United States is well known for its



Figure 1.6 | Educational Attainment
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posed to immigrants and American society is to see to it that a steep development curve arises, one that will prevent the emergence of two separate nations within one state. Efforts are falling short. Figure 1.7 examines Mexican movement within socio-economic terms, including educational advancement and use of welfare services. While substantially less when compared to all Mexican immigrants, High School dropout rates, the usage of welfare programs, and the number of those at or near the poverty line all increased from the second to third generations. While Mexican immigrants and their children comprise 4.2 percent of the nation’s total population, they account for 10.2 percent of all persons in poverty and 12.5 percent of those without health insurance (Camarota).
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Figure 1.7 | The Socio-Economics of Integration (see Appendix B) Socio-Economic Status of Natives and Mexican Americans by Generation 70 60
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The data paints a picture of initial, but stymied integration. While substantial progress is made in education and economics from the first to the second generations, a wall quickly appears. Scholarship explaining this trend is decentralized, though one may suspect that the strong initial desire for upward mobility is met by the limitations of an overloaded integration machine. Assimilation is a necessary and natural byproduct of the process of integration, though it appears as though the workings of this natural balance have been disabled. There is legitimacy to this argument, as it has been seen before. Lessons from Europe Perhaps most dire is the lack of attention paid to effects of the rapid and perpetual growth of domestic Hispanic populations. If lessons are to be taken from the European experience of industrial migration, the children of first-generation Americans will tend not to accept the same conditions as their forebears, who were willing to accept the harshest of conditions simply to be in the United States and working. As discussed above, many of the migrants from Mexico were already gainfully employed in their home country before leaving for the United States. They moved to settle in a country that provided increased prospects and opportunity. Such a holistic experience for Mexican-Americans of the second generation is seriously in doubt. Just as they will refuse to accept the same labor-intensive and menial positions of their parents, the vast majority will be significantly undereducated and at odds with mainstream American culture. Albeit there are many divergences in the European experience (religion, language, lack of economic opportunity) there are relevant similarities.
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Geographic concentration is inhibiting the assimilation of Hispanics in the Southwest much like the suburbs of Western Europe’s capitols. Similarly, Multiculturalists call for a construction of equality while nationalist push-back slowly builds momentum. Under present conditions, the Untied States will become divided along socio-economic, linguistic, and cultural fault lines. The Time is Yesterday: Policy Recommendations for a Culture of Appeasement Neither Mexico nor the United States is officially candid about what it gains or what it loses by immigration. The conversation will not begin on the part of Mexico, and so must begin by American demands for a proper dialogue by their government. To be a bilingual nation is not evidence of our cultural enlightenment or high moral achievement, but sobering evidence of a complete failure of integration policies. It is an accidental phenomenon, uncontrolled, and symptomatic of greater concerns. A culture of appeasement has taken root in areas of American society, one that seeks to avoid tension as often as possible. Tensions of integration and assimilation must be inherently bad, they argue, and righted as quickly as possible. The United States faces today a crisis of identity. It must be decided not who Americans are, but who they want to be. Should the United States become one-third Hispanic half of the way through the 21st century? The decisions must be made and it must be acted upon with political courage, as compromise rarely will yield policy aggressive enough to address the issues raised by mass legal and illegal growth of one community. Any approach towards reform must be holistic, incorporating regulation of borders, employment, and enforcement. Without comprehensive and cooperative legislation any single piece, such as the construction of a wall, will be rendered completely ineffective. Before anything else, the border with Mexico needs to be legitimately secured. Given the length of shared land, enforcement needs to be diversified and flexible relative to the needs of local communities and terrain. This requires the use of conventional walls and fences, substantially increased patrol agents with a broader authority, and innovative technologies such as lasers and drones. The detention and processing stages need to be efficient and humane. Let terrorism not be forgotten, and the grave threat posed to national security by a relatively unregulated border. If laborers can cross with families and smugglers with drugs, so may terrorist sleepers and chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons of mass destruction.
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National, tamper proof identification cards are an essential and fundamental piece to the establishment of control over immigration, and we should examine the motives of those who refute their importance. There must be an efficient and accurate method for employers to verify worker status, coupled with severe to crippling penalties for those who knowingly hire illegal migrants. A guest worker program will not work. Despite their temporary status, guest workers still depress wages and are reliant on expensive government assistance. In countries where guest workers have been incorporated, it often results in permanent residency. Migrants simply will not come and leave, they will have children, they will marry, and they will defect (Papademetriou). Regarding those already in the United States, there needs to be recognition of the scale of the situation at hand, and how deep immigrant roots reach into the national economy and psyche. As a country of compassion, deportation is not only practically impossible but morally unacceptable. There should be a path to citizenship for those with significant connections to society (such as a family or labor skills), albeit accompanied by severe penalties and back pay for taxes. There should be official recognition and condemnation of the failures of previous elected governments to deal with this issue before it got out of hand for the economy, the migrants, and the country. Once illegal migration is addressed, attention needs to be turned to the disparity addressed in this paper between migrants with Mexican heritage and non-Mexican native populations. Very few Mexican immigrants have formal education at a time when the labor market of the United States highly values skilled workers yet provides limited opportunities for the unskilled. Since the gap between these categories appears to be growing, human capital development is necessary through education and training options. Pending a national conversation on the desired direction for growth, quotas may need to be placed on immigration from Latin America, with primary focus on Mexico. Sure to spark controversy, the measure must be examined closely after an assessment of the effect of border enforcement on illegal migration. As Figure 1.3 demonstrated, migration from Mexico today is four times that of German immigration at its peak, and shows no sign of slowing. The practical realities of this growth on the country’s ability to assimilate must be taken into account. Family reunification laws need to be tightened significantly. By limiting the process to spouses, minor children, and the parents of minor children, family reunification would be reduced by some estimates by more than half, or approximately 60,000 a year (Papademetriou).
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Ultimately, the most effective form of immigration control is to provide Mexican citizens less reason to leave home. Development of the country is a necessary long-range goal, and presents the most plausible, organic solution. While this remains an objective of the United States government, it is apparent that decisive and dramatic actions must be taken in the meantime. Society will need to engage in the difficult discussion of weighing practical effects of continued immigration at levels of today, and tomorrow’s projection.
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Appendix A



Reconsidering Immigration Is Mexico a Special Case? November 2000 By Samuel P. Huntington



Partial truths or half-truths are often more insidious than total falsehoods. Total falsehoods can be easily exposed for what they are by citing exceptions to their claims. Hence, they are less likely to be accepted as the total truth. A partial truth, on the other hand, is plausible, because there is evidence to support it. And hence, it is easy to assume that it is the total truth. There are at least two partial truths concerning American identity that often are accepted as the whole truth. These include, first, that America is a proposition country — a country whose identity is defined by commitment to a particular set of values and ideals, formulated and expressed in the writings of the founding fathers, most notably in the Declaration and the Constitution. These are what Gunnar Myrdal described as the American Creed. This creedal concept of American identity is now often assumed to be the total truth concerning American identity. It is, however, only part of American identity. For much of our history we defined ourselves in racial, religious, ethnic, and cultural terms, as well as in propositional or creedal terms. We really only came around to accepting and integrating the propositional dimension of identity into a concept of ourselves at the time of the American Revolution. Before that we had thought of ourselves in large part as being defined religiously: 98 percent of Americans were Protestant. The enemies were the Catholics — the French and the Spanish. This, of course, was also the attitude of the British, who defined themselves in similar terms. We also thought of ourselves in racial and largely ethnic terms. Eighty percent of Americans in the decades of the Revolution were from the British Isles, with 60 percent English and 20 percent Scotch and Scotch-Irish, while the other 20 percent was largely German and Dutch. In the 19th century, the massive immigration of Irish and German Catholics, and at the end of that century large-scale immigration from Eastern Europe, contributed tremendously to religious and ethnic diversification and eventually McDonald, Appendix A
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eliminated these ethnic components of American identity. The racial element, however, still remained. From 1882 until the 1950s, a whole series of legislation excluded immigrants from Asia from coming to our society. Also, of course, for most of this time most Americans thought of America as a white country with, at best, only a very segregated and subordinate role for blacks. In addition, from the earliest time American identity has been defined in terms of the Anglo-Protestant culture, values, and institutions of the founding settlers, including individualism, liberty, the work ethic, the rule of law, private property, and hostility to concentrated power. The founding fathers added the propositional dimension to American identity at the time of the Revolution. How else were they going to justify themselves in rebelling against the British monarchy? The British were white, English, and Protestant, just as we were. They had to have some other basis on which to justify independence, and happily they were able to formulate the inalienable truths set forth in the Declaration. Those, of course, have remained a key component, but only one component of American identity.



"A Nation of Immigrants:" Only a Partial Truth The other aspect of American identity worth focusing on is the concept of America as a nation of immigrants. That certainly is a partial truth. But it is often assumed to be the total truth. We have all heard people say, again and again, that all Americans, except possibly the Indians, are immigrants or the descendants of immigrants. My colleague at Harvard, Oscar Handlin, began his classic book, The Uprooted, by saying, "the immigrants were American history." That’s overstating it. Yes, immigrants and immigration have been an important part of the American history. But they are not all American history. There are at least three critical points that need to be made in this connection. The first is a basic distinction between immigrants and settlers. Immigrants are people who leave one country, one society, and move to another society. But there has to be a recipient society to which the immigrants move. In our case, the recipient society was created by the settlers who came here in the 17th and 18th centuries. They came in groups to create new societies up and down the Atlantic seaboard. They weren’t immigrating to some existing society; indeed, they often did whatever they could do to destroy whatever existed here in the way of Indian society. They were establishing new societies, in some cases for commercial reasons, in more cases for religious reasons. They had an image of what they wanted to create and they came and formed a settlement to try to realize their image. They also had to come together and agree as to how they were going to define their community. The archetypal case of this was the Mayflower Compact. A fundamental difference thus exists between settlers and immigrants. With immigrants the process of moving is to a much greater extent a personal process involving individuals and families, whereas with settlers there is a much more collective process of a group of people moving and saying, "we’re unhappy where we are for one reason or
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another, and we want to move elsewhere and form our own society." The society that the settlers created on the Eastern seaboard was shaped in terms of their values and cultures, among which there were significant differences, as David Hackett Fisher emphasized in his superb book, Albion’s Seed: Four British Folkways in America. But there are also tremendous similarities, and they basically created a society defined by what I think can be described succinctly as an Anglo-Protestant culture. It was this society and culture that among other things — including economic opportunities here and repression in Europe — attracted subsequent generations of immigrants to this country. Some 55 million people left Europe in the century or so from the beginning of the 19th century until the 1920s, with 34 million of them coming to America. They came in considerable measure because they were attracted by what they saw here and by what the settlers created.



A Nation of Emigrants, Too The term "immigrant" as distinguished from "emigrant" only came into the English language in the 1790s, and was created by people already here to describe the new people who were arriving. They drew a very sharp distinction between these new arrivals, these immigrants, and those who had been here for decades or conceivably a century and a half or so, who were the original settlers and founders of society. Campbell Gibson has done a very interesting demographic analysis of the evolution of the United States in which he makes the argument, backed by considerable statistics and complicated formulae, that if no immigrants had come to this country after 1790, the population of the United States in 1990 would have been about 49 percent of what it actually was. Thus, biologically speaking the American people are literally only half an immigrant people. Let me mention two other aspects of this. First of all, we haven’t always welcomed immigrants. The National Immigration Forum, a very pro-immigration outfit, said in one of its publications, "In addition to being a nation of immigrants the United States has also been a nation of nativists." That’s true. There have been great efforts at various times in our history to limit immigration. One can argue about what constitutes a high level or a low level of immigration. If, however, one looks at the figures, in only one decade — the 1850s — did the annual intake of immigrants amount to more than 1 percent of the population each year. In three other decades it was over eight-tenths of 1 percent, while in six decades it was less than four-tenths of 1 percent. Obviously immigration has been tremendously important to this country. But the foreign-born population has exceeded 10 percent of the total population only in the seven census years from 1860 to 1930, to which the year 2000 will almost certainly be added. Finally, in my critique of the immigration image of America, it is also important to know that we’re not only a nation of immigrants, but we are in some part a nation of emigrants, which often gets neglected. There are some rather obscure scholarly analyses of
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emigration from the United States, but we generally don’t focus on this. The early immigrants in the 19th Century did not emigrate back to their home countries in great numbers. But in the great wave of immigration from the 1880s down through World War I, almost a third of the immigrants emigrated. In the 20th Century, it has been calculated that 31 percent of immigrants to the United States then left the United States. And if one looks at the figures that Michael Piore analyzed in his book on this question, in the years 1908 to 1910, emigration amounted to about 32 percent of immigration, with rather interesting variations among different ethnic groups. Emigration was 65 percent for Hungarians, 63 percent for Northern Italians, 59 percent for Slovaks, 56 percent for Southern Italians, but went down to only 10 percent for Scots, 8 percent for Jews and Welsh, and 7 percent for Irish. Since the new wave of immigration as a result of the 1965 changes, overall emigration appears to be somewhat lower than earlier in this century. I’ve seen a figure suggesting about 22 percent. That’s an interesting shift downward. But again, emigration is still part of the American experience. The other major theme I would like to put before you concerns the whole question of immigration in relationship to American national identity, and particularly what has happened since 1965 and its consequences for American national identity. When I began to investigate this, my first thought was that we probably have a real problem with immigration. But then I came to the conclusion that no, while there may be an immigration problem, it isn’t really a serious problem. The really serious problem is assimilation. "Assimilation to what?", we have been asked today. John Fonte suggested patriotic assimilation, but unlike the situation 75 or 100 years ago, now that’s a big issue. What do people assimilate to? Back then that was pretty clear, and there were great pressures, and a certain amount of coercion, to ensure that immigrants did assimilate to the Anglo-Protestant culture, work ethnic, and the principles of the American Creed. Now we’re not sure what immigrants should assimilate to. And that’s a serious problem.



Immigration from Mexico As I went further in my still very preliminary research in this area, I couldn’t help but feel that there was a still more significant problem, a problem that encompasses immigration, assimilation, and other things, too. And that is what I will simply refer to as the Mexican problem. Much of what we now consider to be problems concerning immigration and assimilation really concern Mexican immigration and assimilation. Mexican immigration poses challenges to our policies and to our identity in a way nothing else has in the past. There are five distinctive characteristics of the Mexican question, which make it very special. First of all, Mexican immigration is different because of contiguity. We have usually thought of immigration as being symbolized by the Statue of Liberty, Ellis Island, and
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perhaps now by Kennedy Airport. But Mexican immigration is very different. Mexicans don’t come across two thousand miles of ocean. They come across, often easily, two thousand miles of border. The whole framework we have of thinking about immigration, in terms of people coming from overseas into our land, is not very relevant to thinking about the problem of our immigration from Mexico. Our relationship with Mexico in this regard is unique for us, and in many respects unique in the world. No other first-world country has a land frontier with a third world country — much less one of 2,000 miles. The significance of this border is enhanced by the economic differences between the two countries. As David Kennedy has pointed out, the income gap between the United States and Mexico is the largest between any two contiguous countries in the world. Secondly, there’s simply the question of numbers. Mexican immigration during the past several decades has been substantial for very understandable reasons. It is easy for Mexicans to come to this country. The cost is relatively low and the risks minimal. They are also easily able to return to Mexico and to maintain contact with their family and friends there. In 1998 Mexican immigrants numbered over seven million and constituted 27 percent of the total foreign-born population in this country. The next largest two contingents, Filipinos and Chinese, amounted to only 4.4 percent and 4.3 percent of the foreign born. In addition, Mexicans constituted about two-thirds or so of the Hispanic immigrants and Spanish speakers in turn were over one-half the total immigrants to the United States between 1970 and 1996. The post-1965 wave of immigration differs from the previous waves in having a majority from a single non-English linguistic group. The third distinguishing characteristic of the Mexican issue is, of course, illegality. Illegal immigration is overwhelmingly a post-1965 and a Mexican phenomenon. A huge proportion of illegal immigrants have been Mexicans. In 1995, according to one report, Mexicans made up 62 percent of the immigrants who entered the United States illegally, and just under 40 percent of all illegal immigrants, including the visa overstayers who are in America illegally. In 1997, the INS estimated that 54 percent of the total illegal immigrant population in the United States were Mexican, and Mexican illegals were nine times as numerous as the next largest contingent, from El Salvador. Hence, the question of illegal entry is very largely Mexican issue. The next important characteristic of Mexican immigration has been its concentration in a particular region. Mexican immigrants are heavily concentrated in the Southwest and particularly in Southern California. This has very real consequences. Others pointed out today that our founding fathers had somewhat ambivalent views about immigration, but they were generally favorable. The one thing they emphasized again and again, however, was that immigrants would have to be dispersed among what they described as the English population in this country. Washington, Franklin, Jefferson, and others all made this point. And to the extent that we have a large regional concentration of immigrants, I think that is a departure from the usual pattern. Now obviously in the past, we have had high concentrations of immigrants in particular
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areas, such as the Irish in Boston, but by and large the immigrants have dispersed to different cities historically, and those cities have generally been host simultaneously to many different immigrant groups. This is the case still in New York, where you read again and again and again how New York schoolteachers have to teach classes with children coming from fifteen to twenty different linguistic groups. This is clearly not the case, by and large, in the Southwest and particularly in Southern California, where twothirds or more of the children in schools are likely to be Spanish speaking. As my former colleague, Abe Lowenthal, and Katrina Burgess, in their book, The California-Mexico Connection, said, "No school system in a major U.S. city has ever experienced such a large influx of students from a single foreign country. The schools of Los Angeles are becoming Mexican." Finally, and perhaps next to contiguity the most important factor is a general one but one with a special relevance to the Mexican case. This is simply the persistence of large immigration. The wave of immigration in the 1840s and 1850s, from Ireland and Germany, came to an end with the Civil War and with the easing of the potato famine in Ireland. The big wave at the turn of the century came to an end with World War I and the restrictive legislation in 1924. This greatly helped to facilitate the assimilation of those immigrants. In contrast, there does not seem to be any prospect of the current wave coming to an end soon unless we get into a big war or a really big depression. Mexican immigration may eventually begin to subside as result of shifts in the Mexican birth rate, which is going down, and possibly as a result of long-term economic development in Mexico. But those effects will only work in a very long term. And so for the time being we are faced with a very substantial continued immigration from Mexico.



The Self-Enhancing Process of Immigration It is important here also to point out that sustained high levels of immigration build on themselves. Immigration reinforces immigration. Once one group has come, it’s easier for the next group, and then for subsequent groups. Immigration is not a self-limiting process, it’s a self-enhancing process. Also, particularly in this country, the longer immigration continues the more difficult politically it is to stop it. Immigrants themselves, at least from my brief exposure to polls on this issue, are not necessarily overwhelmingly in favor of more immigrants coming in — there is a certain "let’s shut the door after us" psychology at work — but by and large, they tend to favor it. Certainly the leaders of immigrant organizations and interest groups do. They have a vested interest in expanding their own constituency. And hence, as immigration continues to enjoy political support, organizational support for it also mounts and it becomes more and more difficult to limit or to reshape it. For these reasons Mexican immigration poses issues that are quite unique in American history, and make Mexican immigration different from the other immigration that is occurring at the present time. I have not tried to analyze the implications of this for assimilation in any depth. As I look at it, in terms of various indices of assimilation, the answer appears to be uncertain. In terms of education and economic activity, however,
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Mexicans rate much lower than other immigrant groups. With respect to intermarriage, Hispanics marry outside their group more than blacks but less than Asians and members of European ethnic groups. More significantly, unlike that of other groups historically, the rate of Hispanic intermarriage appears to be decreasing rather than increasing: in 1977, 31 percent of all Hispanic marriages were interethnic, in 1994, 25.5 percent were. This trend, if it continues, will be one major consequence of the unprecedented high level of immigration to this country by Mexicans and other Hispanics. With respect to language skill, I think undoubtedly Mexicans in a large part will follow the same pattern of earlier immigrants, with the third generation being fluent in English and quite possibly, unlike previous third generations, also fluent in their ancestral language. All of the characteristics which I have mentioned lead to the possibility of a cultural community evolving in the Southwest, in which people could be able to pursue satisfactory careers within an overwhelmingly Spanish-speaking and Mexican community, without ever having to speak English. This has already happened with the Cubans in Miami, and it could be reproduced on a larger and more significant scale in the southwestern United States. As we know, people of Hispanic origin at some point in the coming decades will be a majority of the people in California and eventually in other southwestern states. America is moving in the direction of becoming a bilingual and bicultural society. Mexico thus represents a very distinct problem as far as the United States is concerned. Without Mexican immigration, the overall level of immigration to this country would be perhaps two-thirds of what it has been, near the levels that Barbara Jordan’s commission recommended. Illegal entries would be relatively minor. The average level of the skill and education of immigrants would be undoubtedly the highest in American history. The much debated balance of the relative economic benefits and costs of immigration would tilt heavily toward the former, and the wage levels of less skilled Americans would rise. The bilingual education issue would disappear from our agenda. A major potential challenge to the cultural and conceivably the political integrity of the United States would also fade away. Mexico and Mexican immigration, however, will not disappear, and Americans must learn to live with both. That may become more and more difficult. In one of his first statements Mexican President-Elect Vicente Fox said that his goal was eventually to eliminate all restrictions on the movement of people between his country and the United States. In almost every recent year, the Border Patrol has stopped over one million people attempting to come into the United States illegally from Mexico. It is generally estimated that each year about 300,000 do make it across illegally. If over one million Mexican soldiers crossed the border Americans would treat it as a major threat to their national security and react accordingly. The invasion of over one million Mexican civilians, as Fox seems to recommend, would be a comparable threat to American societal security, and Americans should react against it with comparable vigor. Mexican immigration is a unique, disturbing, and looming challenge to our cultural integrity, our national identity, and potentially to our future as a country.
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Appendix B Qualifications for Figure 1.7 The second generation is defined as having at least one parent born in Mexico, and third generation as having both parents born in the United States. All figures for natives exclude second and third generation Mexican-Americans. Educational attainment is found for those of working age (25-64 years) Figures for welfare use are by household based on the generation of the household head. Welfare use may include Social Security, public housing/rent subsidies, TANIF, food stamps, or Medicaid. Third-generation Mexican American includes fourth generations and beyond. In or near poverty is defined as a household income less than 200 per cent of the poverty threshold. Figures are for those homes headed by persons of Mexican ancestry by generation.
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Migration | Irish and German It is often said that we need not worry about immigration from Mexico because we have been here before. The two groups cited most often in these conversations are the Irish, fleeing famine, and Germans searching for economic and political freedoms. The graphics below track their respective migration waves:
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Migration | Documented and undocumented Mexican Immigration from Mexico has been unique from these past experiences for a few reasons. Mexico and the United States share a border, increasing not only the numbers of immigrants but creating a phenomenon of mass illegal migration. Another effect is that, as the first graphic demonstrates, the flow of migrants will continue into perpetuity as policy stands today. What were isolated waves for European emigrants is a growing stream for Latinos.
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As They Are | A side-by-side comparison Illegal immigration is growing. Issues tied to this include human rights concerns, the ability to practically set and enforce quotas, local and national economics, and national security. The second graphic illustrates the reality of Mexican migration in comparison to the Irish and German experiences of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Again, note the growth patterns.
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Irish and German waves occurred in a similar pattern with comparable shape; varying slightly in size. Graph reflects documented migration only, and intervals are approximately equal. The range of columns one through six is 130 years for Irish and Germans, while data for Mexican immigrants covers 1960-2010.



8 Provided is my prediction for the continued trend of Mexican migration.
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Sources for Graphical Data: Pew Hispanic Data Estimates http://pewhispanic.org/files/reports/44.pdf 2004 Year Book of Immigration Statistics http://www.uscis.gov/graphics/shared/statistics/ Virginia Library Geostat Center http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/collections/stats/histcensus/ Bear Stern’s Investigators http://www.bearstearns.com/bscportal/pdfs/underground.pdf



Additional Reading: Huntington: Center for Immigration Studies http://www.cis.org/articles/2000/back1100.html



Break Down of Data: German Year: 1830 1850 1880 1990 1930 1960 1970 Migrants (thousands): 8 584 1967 2663 1609 990 833 Irish Year: 1830 1850 1880 1990 1930 1960 Migrants (thousands): 54 962 1855 1615 745 339 Documented Mexican Year: 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2004 2010 Migrants (thousands): 576 760 2199 4298 7841 8544 9600 Undocumented Mexican (estimates) Year: 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 Migrants (thousands): 450 524 -99 952 542 1897 751 2926 2628 2795
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